MBBS 1985

Graduates underlined on this list are uncontactable by email. Please share details of your reunion with these alumni if you are in touch. The University acknowledges that this information may be incomplete or incorrect and we encourage you to contact us at mdhs-reunion@unimelb.edu.au or (03) 9035 7869 with any updates to ensure our database is as accurate as possible. Lists are alphabetical by last name and include the names of graduates who may have graduated in a different year but are known to affiliate with this class, marked below with an asterisk*. If you are aware of alumni who affiliate with your cohort but are not listed below, please let us know.

* graduate affiliates with MBBS Milestone Cohort of respective year
(dec) graduate is deceased
Graduate is uncontactable by email

Dr Timothy J Akhurst
Dr Stephen I Alexander
Dr Geoff Allen
Dr Alison E Baird
Dr Alex Baker
Dr Caroline B Baker
Dr Frank A Basile
Dr Bernd Becker
Dr Terry A Bisas
Dr Michael R Bishop
Dr Damien M Bolton
Dr Jennifer J Brownless
Dr Jeremy B Cailes
Dr Adrian G Cain
Dr Stephen R Carbone
Dr Jennifer R Carden
Dr Annette M Carless
Dr Andrew V Cavallo
Dr Robert K M Chan
Dr Joycelyn H Chen
Dr David Cheung
Associate Prof Robert B Cincotta
Dr Julie R Clarke
Dr Noel J Colin-Thome(dec)
Dr Paul V Connell
Dr Helen Cooley
Dr John A Cooper
Dr Glenn A Davies
Dr Jennifer L Davis
Dr Paul M Denborough
Dr Christopher D Dirks
Dr Steven D Donohue
Dr Jennifer R Dowd
Dr Joseph Drentin
Dr Jeremy L Druce
Dr Tom Edgley
Dr Jonathan H Erlich*
Dr Stephen J Esler
Dr Rosemary M Fethers*
Dr Eve Finkelstein
Dr Andrew Flossos
Dr Voola Fourlanos
Dr Lachlan C Fraser
Dr Susan M Gibb
Associate Professor Michael S Gordon
Dr Chris Grant
Dr Sylvia M Grauer
Dr Jeanette C Greer
Professor Geoff Hebbard
Dr Eva E Herold
Dr Michael A Hewson
Dr Philip Ho Yuk Yin
Dr Chris Hogan
Dr Ian W Holten
Dr Thin F Hong
Dr Susan J Hookey
Dr Jane C Hopper
Dr Karl Horsburgh
Dr Robert W Hosking
Dr John T Houghton
Dr Hoan-Y How
Dr Robert J Howells
Dr Nancy P Huang
Dr Robin A Hunter
Dr Mark R Hurley
Dr Stephen C Hyde
Dr Rodney Jacobs
Dr James C Jamieson
Dr Ross D Jeffery
Dr Jessie E Johnston
Dr Lilian M Johnstone
Dr Nicolas Kartos
Dr Omoros Kefaladelis
Dr Paul J Kennedy
Dr Vincent S Khoo
Dr Andrew J Kinsella
Dr Eva Kipen
Dr Evangelos Klonis
Dr Martin R Kluckow
Dr Dennis K Kong
Dr Sara Kremer
Dr Shanti Krishna Moorthy
Dr Susan B Lacey
Dr James B Langley
Dr Kwok P Lau
Dr Yasmine A Layher
Dr Huyen K Le
Dr Antony S Leaver
Dr Ei L Lee
Dr See C Lee
Dr Heather V. Leslie
Dr Hugh S Leslie
Professor Kate Leslie AO
Dr Ann Leung
Dr John T Leung
Dr Su-Wei S Lim
Dr Anna H Ling
Dr John Lioufas
Dr Dina C Logiudice
Dr Tony K L Loke
Dr Michael J Love
Dr Mark E Lovelock
Dr Caroline D Lu
Dr Bernard M Lynch
Dr Barbara J Malmgren
Associate Prof Gregory B. Mann
Dr Bruce G Marks(dec)
Dr Karen Martens
Dr Rex R Martin
Dr Peter J McAllister*
Professor Geoffrey J McColl
Dr Niall A McConchie
Dr Andrew R McDonald
Dr Andrew S McDonald
Dr Daniel M McGannon
Dr Isabel M McLean
Dr Elizabeth J McLeod
Dr Bruce H Mitchell
Dr Rohan J Molenaar
Dr Patricia D Molloy
Dr Suzanne E Moore
Dr Gary J Morgan
Dr Anna N Morton
Dr Francine M Moss
Dr Anthony D Mounkley
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Dr Paul G Mulkearns
Dr Wendy J Munckhof
Dr Craig A Murphy
Dr Marco Musolino
Dr Andrew S Narita
Dr Sandra L Neate
Dr Deborah E Neesham
Dr Imon K Ng
Dr Alexander Nirenberg
Dr Brian W Nolan
Dr Mark A Norden
Dr Brendan J Nunn
Dr Jane L O'Brien
Dr Christopher J O'Callaghan
Dr David J O'Callaghan
Dr Helen E O'Connell
Professor Stephen J O'Leary
Dr Caroline G Ong
Dr Ming C Ong
Dr Jacinta M Opie
Dr Timothy S Owen
Dr Meenakshi Padmanabhan
Dr Merran S Pang
Dr Kevin R Parker
Dr Catherine Parsons
Dr Jennifer S Parsons
Professor Anthony J. Penington
Dr Anna V Pienkos
Dr Leslie A Pinto
Dr Marianne Poole(dec)
Dr Anne P Porter
Dr Cameron R Profitt
Dr Philippa A Ramsay
Dr Timothy R Read
Dr Nicholas G Redgrave
Dr Douglas A Redpath
Dr Neil G Roberts
Dr Amanda J Robertson
Dr Anne Rosamilia
Dr Alistair G Royse
Dr Mary T. Ryan
Dr John M Salmon

Dr Mark L Santini
Dr Anthony P Sasse
Dr Susan M Savage
Professor Susan M Sawyer AM
Dr Stephen M Schlicht
Dr Lynn M Scoles
Dr Peter O Sharp
Dr Ian J Sharrock
Dr Robert B Shields
Dr Darryl Shnier
Dr Martin Sia
Dr Judy A Silberberg(dec)
Dr Paul J Sitzler
Dr Brian T Spain AM
Dr Douglas A Spence
Dr John A Stekelenburg
Dr Ruth A Stewart
Dr Elizabeth V Stringer
Dr Lidija Suntesic
Dr Tai Keen Sang
Dr Keen C Tai
Dr Swee T Tan
Dr Andrew W Tang
Dr Edward Theologis
Dr Andrew A Thomson
Dr Vincent C Thong
Dr James D Tillead
Dr Tamsin M Travers
Dr Rod P Trevena
Dr Jim Tsaltas
Dr Michelle L van den Driessen
Dr Louise F Van Geyzel
Dr Edwina H Vance
Dr Friederike C Veit
Dr Mark G Veitch
Professor Dennis Velakoulis
Dr John Voukelatos
Associate Prof Sharon L Wallace
Dr Christine M Waller
Dr Alistair R Walpole
Dr Christopher R Webb
Dr Graeme S Webster

Dr Michael J Williams
Dr Stephen C Williams
Dr James Wong
Dr Rosemary Wong
Dr Yang S Yeap
Dr Mun T Yeoh
Dr Michael W Yung
Dr Shaun C Zail